Why WhatsUp Gold
WHATSUP GOLD
WhatsUp® Gold provides complete visibility of everything that’s
connected to your network. The unique interactive map lets you see
network devices, servers, virtual machines, cloud and wireless
environments in context so you can diagnose issues with pinpoint
accuracy.
Monitor Devices such as servers, routers, storage, wireless, virtual, cloud
devices and more.
Monitor Applications, alert and report on performance, response times and an
array of other metrics.
Analyse Network Traffic and identify bandwidth hogs and suspicious
connections.
Manage Configurations and automate configuration backups and restores to
reduce errors and support compliance requirements.
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WHAT CAN WHATSUP GOLD DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS
WhatsUp Gold allows you to:
Discover and map your entire network and automatically see network
resources, connectivity, and dependencies.
Empower your team with custom dashboards and take action quickly.
Stay ahead of network performance with customisable alerts to learn about
problems before service tickets come in.
With WhatsUp Gold, business owners have an instant view of their environments.
Whether that’s in the cloud or on-premise, they have clear visibility to keep track of
the status of network devices, systems, and applications at-a-glance.
WhatsUp Gold gives you smarter alerts with topology-aware monitoring that
understands network dependencies. So, by using the software you receive important
alerts, rather than meaningless alert storms.
You can also improve your own communications and send your team alerts through
SMS, email, web or Slack so they know about issues before users report them.

Implementing WhatsUp Gold with Ingram gives you a host of benefits
for your business
Ingram Micro Services to help make everything easier
FREE Access to a dedicated Account Manager
Access to IM Marketing Agency for bespoke Partner campaigns
Access to Financing opportunities to free up your cashflow via IMFS
FREE Proof of Concept (POC) Support
FREE Installation and implementation support
Enablement support, to help you get there quicker
FREE Partner sales training
FREE Partner Technical training and certification
FREE Pre-sales support
Access to Partner Sales collateral development
Access to 'off the shelf' marketing campaigns
WhatsUp Gold gives you a bird’s eye view of your business so you
can improve productivity and secure the future of the company.

Want to know more about Progress solutions?
Contact: Patrick.Rynne-Coleman@ingrammicro.com

